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photo-taking through a photographing object, and more particularly, to a scan type of exposure
apparatus for exposing a subject through a photographing object, for example, a scanning

exposure apparatus (i.e., a scan type of exposure apparatus). 2. Related Background Art Hitherto,
as the exposure apparatus for exposing through a photographing object, there have been proposed

various kinds of exposure apparatus. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 1 of the accompanying
drawings, such apparatus has been proposed that images of the entire image field of the main

optical system of the exposure apparatus
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need to develop new lottery games to add excitement and value to this traditional game. More
specifically, there is a need to develop computer implemented lottery games that include new and

different promotional concepts that may also include more than one component. One type of
lottery game is a progressive jackpot game. In a typical progressive jackpot game, a jackpot

amount is accumulated over time by the issuance of games played. At certain points in the game,
players are provided with the opportunity to win the progressive jackpot amount. Progressive

jackpot amounts have become a popular feature of many games including lottery games because
they provide a bonus or top up when a game is played.seigneure ; —— état du fils pour lui faire

entendre la voix des négociations. L'homme de foi qui s'agite se tait, et, appuyé sur sa main
blanche et son long doigt, prononce le discours vrai de son esprit : « Oh! que c'est le diable, la

prudence, le succès dans la vie qui ont détourné le ciel de moi vers la terre avec l'univers! Rien ne
peut me donner plus de charme. » Et, se tournant vers cette femme qui serre la
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